TAM International Appoints Daniel Rojas
As General Manager, TAM Completion Systems

HOUSTON – June 29, 2011 – TAM International, an independent oilfield services company providing inflatable and swellable packers, today announced the appointment of Daniel Rojas as General Manager, TAM Completion Systems. In his new role, Rojas is responsible for launching and growing the new TAM Completion Systems PosiFrac™ multi-stage hydraulic fracture system, which is the centerpiece of the recently established subsidiary company.

“TAM conducted an extensive search for a candidate who had the engineering, sales and management experience within the completions arena to step in and help the new company to succeed,” said Jack Newberry, President TAM Completion Systems. “We’re confident Daniel’s vast experience in the completions aspect of the business will be highly beneficial to the growth of our company.”

Prior to his appointment at TAM, Rojas worked for Peak Completions as International Manager. Rojas has more than 24 years in various engineering, sales and management roles in the oil and gas industry, focusing on the completions side of the business, including work for Guiberson, Camco, Johnson Screens, Weatherford and Packers Plus.

“In my short time with TAM, I have become very fond of the family environment and am grateful for the support received from all involved in the process of starting a new business unit,” Rojas said. “I look forward to using my background and experience to make PosiFrac™ a successful product line and TAM Completion Systems a main player in the multi-stage completions arena.”

Rojas received a Bachelor’s of Science degree in Mechanical Engineering from the University of North Carolina at Charlotte. Rojas is a member of the Society of Petroleum Engineers (SPE) and has published one paper for SPE.

###

About TAM International
TAM International is an independent oilfield services company headquartered in Houston, Texas, with subsidiary offices in Aberdeen, Scotland; Perth, Australia; and Calgary, Canada. TAM inflatable packers, swellable packers, and downhole products and services, are available worldwide from offices in North America, Europe, the Middle East, South America, Asia Pacific and Africa. Learn more about TAM at www.tamintl.com.
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